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Your evergreen wreath, swag, or garland has been hand‐

Your evergreen wreath, swag, or garland has been hand‐

crafted from fresh materials and shipped to you with care.

crafted from fresh materials and shipped to you with care.

Some needle loss is to be expected during transit. This is a

Some needle loss is to be expected during transit. This is a

natural occurrence that should not aﬀect the appearance of

natural occurrence that should not aﬀect the appearance of

the product. Simply shake the product or tap it against

the product. Simply shake the product or tap it against

your palm to allow any loose needles to fall.

your palm to allow any loose needles to fall.

Unpack your evergreen decoration immediately upon arrival

Unpack your evergreen decoration immediately upon arrival

and spritz it with water. If you are not ready to display the

and spritz it with water. If you are not ready to display the

product when it arrives, store it in a cool, dark location.

product when it arrives, store it in a cool, dark location.

Leave the product in the plastic bag to help preserve

Leave the product in the plastic bag to help preserve

moisture, loosening the bag slightly to allow for air

moisture, loosening the bag slightly to allow for air

circulation.

circulation.

Evergreen decorations displayed outdoors in cool climates

Evergreen decorations displayed outdoors in cool climates

require little to no supplemental water. Those displayed in

require little to no supplemental water. Those displayed in

warm climates or indoor areas should be spritzed with

warm climates or indoor areas should be spritzed with

water once every 2‐3 days. You may also place the product

water once every 2‐3 days. You may also place the product

in a few inches of water in a sink or bathtub to allow it to

in a few inches of water in a sink or bathtub to allow it to

absorb moisture through its stems.

absorb moisture through its stems.

To maximize longevity, keep the product out of direct

To maximize longevity, keep the product out of direct

sunlight and away from heat sources such as heater vents,

sunlight and away from heat sources such as heater vents,

space heaters, and sunny windows. Evergreen decorations

space heaters, and sunny windows. Evergreen decorations

kept outdoors tend to last longer than those kept indoors.

kept outdoors tend to last longer than those kept indoors.

Consider moving the product indoors for holiday

Consider moving the product indoors for holiday

entertaining, then placing it back outdoors after the event.

entertaining, then placing it back outdoors after the event.

